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Abstract. This article theoretically analyses via scholarly literature the consequences of how the networked technology, the Internet is conceptualised. The Internet, as argued here, can be understood in many ways, in the sense that the digital environment is very much dependent on metaphors and conceptual loans to be spoken and thought of. This affects our behaviour and social norms and forms a number of legal challenges emerging in the transition from pre-digitalisation to digitalisation. The objective of the article is to understand digitalisation and social change better, including legal dilemmas, from a conceptual metaphor perspective; hence the article is looking for conceptions “in the code”. In order to do this, three main topics around which the analysis circles, are chosen: 1) conceptions of the Internet and how metaphors control what we think of it; 2) the role of digital technology in creating a gap between law and social norms: the example of copyright; and, 3) legal conceptions of creativity challenged in a digital context. This means that the article opens a multidisciplinary dialogue between the cognitive theory and the sociology of law, which here, for example, relates to studies in culture and technology, in order to speak of legal and social issues related to digitalisation.
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Introduction: The Digital Society

Poets, deserted by the world before,

Turn round into the actual air:

Invent the age! Invent the metaphor!¹

This article is a theoretical, an explorative and an interdisciplinary piece, and it analyses via scholarly literature the consequences of how the networked technology that is the Internet is conceptualised. The Internet, as argued, is a combination of its infrastructure and protocol, and the social organisations forming upon the technology that sets up the constraints and possibilities by its structure and protocol.² For example, the digital environment is very much dependant on metaphors and conceptual loans to be spoken and thought of.³ This is a way to exemplify how technology often plays an important role in processes of social and normative change, which may affect behaviour and social norms, in this case forming the legal challenges emerging in the transition between pre-digitalisation and digitalisation. Seen from the perspective of social change, indicated by the title, the “law lag” stimulates a viable and relevant discussion. This analysis is made regarding the very concepts themselves that are used for describing the new organisation and societal challenges that have merged in and around the digital technologies and their artefacts. The awareness of how concepts are renegotiated is of relevance for this analysis (see for instance Leliūgienė and Sadauskas’ analysis on “community”, in Societal Studies).⁴ This highlights the importance of metaphors and the cognitive structures they relate to,⁵ not the least important for law,⁶ including copyright law in a digital society.⁷

The objective is to understand digitalisation and social change better, including legal challenges that have emerged as a result. In order to do this, the analysis focuses on the following topics:

1. Conceptions of the network and how metaphors control how we think of it:

  Cognitive metaphor theory demonstrates our absolute dependency on metaphors

---


⁷ Larsson, S., supra note 3.
for our everyday talk and thinking. This is of relevance for how we conceptualise a new technology or clusters of new technologies such as the Internet as “a network society”, “a knowledge society” or “an information superhighway”, as well as the detailed processes within it. The digital technology has created a great need for concepts to label and navigate in this (new) environment, which often are metaphorical loans from an analogue context, such as “trash can”, “streaming” and “desk top”.

2. The role of the digital technology in creating a gap between law and social norms: the example of copyright: It is a well-known fact that online behaviour of media consumption does not comply with copyright regulations, this difference can also be expressed in terms of a gap between legal and social norms. The enforcement of copyright, the process challenged in a digital society, is sometimes referred to in terms of “copyright wars.”

3. Legal conceptions of creativity challenged in a digital context: Copyright, as is formulated in present rather homogenously articulated IP regimes, has through the years been criticised for representing a conception of creativity that is too much constructed in line with the romantic notion of the “solitary genius.”

---

8 For more details look into Lakoff, G.; Johnson, M. Metaphors We Live By, supra note 5; Lakoff, G.; Johnson, M. Philosophy in the Flesh: the Embodied Mind and its Challenge to Western thought, supra note 5; Larsson, S., supra note 3; Winter, S. L., supra note 6.


13 Patry, W. Moral Panics and the Copyright Wars. Oxford University Press, 2009; Lessig, L. Remix, supra note 11.


This may include a narrow or non-present conceptualisation of the Internet and what the Internet can lead to in terms of remixing, crowdsourcing or other types of mass collaboration.\footnote{16}

As indicated under each of the three topics, there are a number of analyses of relevance to each of the topics. However, what marks the novelty of the contribution that this article makes to the discussions on the combination of the conceptual significance of metaphors in the digital society, the gap between social and legal norms as well as how conceptions of creativity in copyright law are particularly challenged in the digitally augmented reality is that analyses that combine the three topics above are rare. There are few works that stand out in terms of importance for this article, such as Stefan Larsson’s \textit{Metaphors and norms—understanding copyright law in a digital society} \footnote{19}, parts of the work of Lawrence Lessig, as well as William Patry’s \textit{Moral panics and the copyright wars}. \footnote{20} The three listed topics or questions mean that the article evokes a multidisciplinary dialogue between cognitive theory and sociology of law, not the least relevant for questions of culture and technology, in order to speak of legal and social issues related to digitalisation. As mentioned, it is more theoretically explorative and tentative than empirical in its deconstruction of \textit{conceptions in the code}, be it the Internet and programming protocol, our understandings of it, or copyright law.\footnote{21}

1. Conceptions of Technology and Social Change

Historically, technology has often played an important role in social and normative transitions.\footnote{22} The combustion engine took a central position in what later became known as the industrialised society, an urbanising era of factories and production, following the rural society tied to agriculture and trade.\footnote{23} With each type of society it is likely that specific conceptions emerged tied to the patterns of behaviour relevant to the type. Some conceptions are in conflict when society changes, some new conceptions emerge.\footnote{24}

\footnotetext{16}{Lessig, L. \textit{Remix}, supra note 11.}
\footnotetext{19}{Larsson, S., \textit{supra} note 3.}
\footnotetext{20}{Patry, W., \textit{supra} note 13.}
\footnotetext{21}{See Lessig’s use of the double meaning of “code” in Lessig, L. \textit{Code version 2.0}. New York: Basic books cop, 2006.}
\footnotetext{23}{Ewereman, A.; Hydén, H. \textit{IT och social förändring}. Byggforskningsrådet, 1997.}
\footnotetext{24}{As stated by Larsson: “The conception defines what is a socially meaningful use of language of a given phenomenon, and it does so through metaphor. By opening up for the social aspects of meaning-making, the context-dependency and the situated, the socio-cultural implications are of great importance.” Larsson, S., \textit{supra} note 6. See also Larsson, S., \textit{supra} note 3 and Larsson, S. Metaforerna och rätten. \textit{Retfærd Nordic Journal of Law and Justice} (forthcoming).}
Digital technology has changed conditions for communication in its widest sense and has, therefore, caused a changed behaviour in the society in connection with what can be perceived as a normative change, for instance regarding file sharing of media content.\textsuperscript{25}

Technology plays a significant role in why copyright is contested in a digital society, and the result can be interpreted as a battle between norms that occurs in times of change. On the one hand we find the norms that seem more traditional, perhaps tied to the preconditions of the old technology and often formally anchored in law.\textsuperscript{26} On the other hand we find emerging social norms not anchored in any formal statutes, possibly in great contrast and conflict to the traditional norms. Social change, as is sometimes argued, can be found in the dynamic combination of many factors, of which technology is one. As Castells, on the verge of a new millennium, captures the novelty of the time in terms of “networks”:

“Networks constitute the new social morphology of our societies, and the diffusion of networking logic substantially modifies the operation and outcomes in processes of production, experience, power, and culture. While the networking form of social organization has existed in other times and spaces, the new information technology paradigm provides the material basis for its pervasive expansion throughout the entire social structure.”\textsuperscript{27}

This new form of arranging social life, this new “social morphology of our societies” asks interesting questions of law, among other disciplines, to answer: does a specific law or legal regulation apply well to this new form? If not, how it may be revised, if it should. A consequence of digitalisation is sometimes spoken of in terms of a social change. However, a social change is a broad term. To use Vago’s description, a social change means “that large numbers of people are engaging in group activities and relationships that are different from those in which they or their parents engaged in previously.”\textsuperscript{28} This is a simple definition that requires some sort of additional explanation. Vago continues with stating that:

“Society is a complex network of patterns of relationships in which all the members participate in varying degrees. These relationships change, and behaviour changes at the same time. Individuals are faced with new situations to which they must respond. These situations reflect such factors as new technologies, new ways of making living, changes in place of residence, innovations, new ideas, and new social values. Thus, social change means modifications in the way people work, rear a family, educate their children, govern themselves, and seek ultimate meaning in life.”\textsuperscript{29}


\textsuperscript{26} Larsson, S., supra note 3; Svensson, M.; Larsson, S., supra note 12.

\textsuperscript{27} Castells, M., supra note 9, p. 500.

\textsuperscript{28} Vago, S., supra note 22, p. 331.

\textsuperscript{29} Ibid., p. 331.
Whether we accept or not all these types of changes that Vago addresses, many of these types can also describe the changes occurring in a digitalising society. Many types of behaviour change: i.e. the very way people make their living, communicate; understanding of social values and innovation also change.

Social changes are in some way linked to the technological development, in this case enabling a digital environment, a “network society,” the interconnection of people, processes, applications, work tasks and leisure pursuits, which have lead to a globalised society, a “one-world” context where “causes and effects can reverberate throughout the entire system,” in the words of Robert Hassan. The trends connected to the human norms of conduct have the potential to disperse throughout the network to the extent they are dependant on the constraints and possibilities of the network, and challenge, for example, legal notions operational under the geographical delineations of a nation.

The labelling of the Internet and its social consequences addresses the fact that whenever someone attempts to describe or give a name to a new situation that has not occurred before a metaphor is likely to fill the spot. And, indeed, are there metaphors to name what age we have moved into? Manuel Castells so convincingly argues for “the network society,” calling the network the “fabric of our lives” where “the new information technology paradigm provides the material basis for its pervasive expansion throughout the entire social structure.” Another metaphor, “the information superhighway” can be read about in sources dating back as far as the 1990’s such as the Green paper preceding the InfoSoc directive. This metaphor reached its peak of use in 1996, according to Blavin & Cohen. One more metaphor is “cyberspace”, which to some might seem a little less of a metaphor, which, in turn, describes a common feature of metaphors, they tend to sink in out of the conscious level of peoples’ minds to become perceived less as metaphors. The problem with all of these grand metaphors is that they risk leading the associations to a place where it suddenly seems like everything has changed, everything is new. The tricky balances lie in acknowledging what really is new, and then place this new element in the old prevailing structures.

When searching and describing a social change it is also about who is doing it, about the eye that is observing. Consider the example of Putnam’s lonely bowlers expressed in an essay in 1995, later developed in the book Bowling alone: The collapse and revival of American community. Putnam interprets the decline of people participating in

---


32 Castells, M., supra note 9, p. 362.

33 Ibid., p. 500.


voluntary associations, such as bowling leagues in the United States, as a sign of a more and more lacking social capital in society, that the members of American society are losing the connection with each other, family, friends, neighbours and even democratic structures. As a response to this view, Scott and Johnson a few years later concluded in their article *Bowling alone, but online together: social capital in e-communities* that although membership in these voluntary associations, such as bowling leagues, service clubs, parent-teacher associations and so on declines, the participation in the new forms of voluntary associations online, the “e-communities”, appears to be rapidly increasing.\(^{37}\) The Internet is to some extent the new arena for social connections, giving birth to a solidarity that has other preconditions to be formed over, which the Putnam’s analogue perspective did not consider. It is easy to be sceptical about seeing social media, micro blogging and Facebook friends as a social glue of some kind, but it is much more interesting to look for what all these phenomena mean, in terms of sociality, and meaning-making. To what extent these phenomena are replacing more traditional forms of being part of something social, to what extent are they extending and complementing this possibility. For example, what does the deconstruction of dichotomies such as private/public mean? These things matter and, particularly, for their role in regulating social vis-à-vis legal norms in a digital society.

2. When There Is a Gap Between Legal and Social Norms

Around the time the European Enforcement Directive (IPRED) was implemented in Sweden, in the year 2009, the Cybernorms research group conducted a study regarding the strength of social norms relating to copyright, as well as to actual file sharing frequencies.\(^{38}\) The study included two surveys with approximately 1000 individuals between 15 and 25 years that were conducted a few months before the implementation and a few months afterwards. The results were striking, yet not particularly unanticipated. Although the frequency by which the respondents’ file-sharing decreased as a result of the law, the strength (or weakness) of the social norm to support copyright was equally low.\(^{39}\) This means that a short-term effect of the law was that some people made the choice not to file share (as much) due to a fear of getting caught violating the law, but not due to the reason that the action itself would be perceived as wrongful in any way:

“In other words, it was due to the fear of being punished by the state that some individuals chose to stop file sharing and not because they themselves or people in their lives have changed their minds on the issue itself. They stop as a result of a fear of getting caught


and being punished and not because the social landscape has altered. Young people do not subscribe to the arguments on which the law rests and neither do those people who are close to them. However, some young people do submit to the authorities and the threat of punishment.

This reaffirms what many already suspect. Large segments of society, very likely most often the tech savvy young people, definitely mediated by the use of digital and networked technology, do not feel that it is normatively wrong to break the law when it comes to copyright and file sharing.

It is safe to say that copyright is, for several reasons, one of the most problematic areas at the intersection of new technologies and law. The intensity of the debate from late 1990s up to the present day is the unquestionable sign of it. For this reason the intersection is reviewed as a case in this article. Copyright is also regarded as an important case on a societal level. For instance, the law professor James Boyle early on identified copyright as one of the crucial issues in the construction of the “information society,” in Shamans, Software and Spleens: Law and the Construction of the Information Society. Boyle has further emphasised the need for a collective flag under which so many seemingly disparate issues related to the new technologies and regulation could be collected, and has identified this as an “environmentalism for the Net” or a “cultural environmentalism, an environmentalism for the mind.” Further, Boyle argues that, in the last fifty years, copyright has expanded its protection and that this has been done “almost entirely in the absence of empirical evidence, and without empirical reconsideration to see if our policies were working.” This “evidence-free” development runs on “faith alone” and it is a faith that is based on a “cluster of ideas” that Boyle identifies. This “cluster of ideas” is of relevance to the underlying conceptions of the copyright debate, as analysed in Stefan Larsson’s Metaphors and Norms—Understanding Copyright Law in a Digital Society. Although the “cluster of ideas” leads to what professor Jessica Litman describes in terms of “choosing metaphors” in copyright development in her book Digital Copyright from 2001. Using probably her strongest contribution to the copyright debate she outlines “an evolution in metaphors” that “conceal an immense sleight of hand”:

“We as a society never actually sat down and discussed in policy terms whether, now that we had grown from a copyright-importing nation to a copyright-exporting nation, we wanted to recreate copyright as a more expansive sort of control. Instead, by changing
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46 Ibid.
47 Larsson, S., supra note 3.
metaphors, we somehow got snookered into believing that copyright had always been intended to offer content owners extensive control, only, before now, we didn’t have the means to enforce it.”

This transition, starting with the conception of mutual benefit for the creator and the public and ending with the conception of copyright as a system of incentives, completely changes the arguments and rhetoric around it. This is also supported by a law professor William Patry, who has focused on the importance of metaphors in what he describes as the “copyright wars” in *Moral panics and the copyright wars.*

One of the American law scholars who early on identified copyright as central to the understanding of regulatory issues with the Internet and new digital technologies was Lawrence Lessig, a professor of law at Stanford University. He has written a number of publications on the interplay between regulation and what the Internet brings in terms of creativity, culture and innovative forces and the mind. He has produced one of the most relevant analyses from sociology of law point of view in *Code and Other Laws of Cyberspace,* which he updated in *Code Version 2.0.* Here Lessig describes the programming code as law, as a directing action and thus making the software architect a sort of lawmaker. This duality, of a legal code and a programming code, is reflected by the title of this article, connecting the cognitive theory and all other theories behind the notion of “conceptions” with this duality in terms of “conceptions in the code.”

Lessig’s *Remix: Making Art and Commerce Thrive in the Hybrid Economy* is also of relevance to the analysis of copyright and the social practices affected by it. It is in this book that Lessig highlights the metaphorical influence on the debate over copyright, facing problems in a digital society:

“The inspiration for this book is the copyright wars, by which right-thinking sorts mean not the ‘war’ on copyright ‘waged’ by ‘pirates’ but the ‘war’ on ‘piracy’, which ‘threatens’ the ‘survival’ of certain important American industries.”

Lessig’s arguments and analyses of conditions for creativity are relevant to any analysis of the purpose and outcome of copyright regulation. Lessig has maintained a constant focus on culture and creativity, and the legal foundation that would best serve its preservation in a digitalised world. The implications of Digital Rights Management are also relevant here, shown by Tarleton Gillespie, who analyses the technological focus of the copyright battle. Since digital technology, code included, offers opportunities for reshaping structures, architectures and conditions for action, its *generativity* is a relevant

---

48 Litman, J. *Digital Copyright,* supra note 11, p. 86.
54 Lessig, L. *Remix,* supra note 11.
term, first coined by Jonathan Zittrain, a US professor of Internet law and of computer science, and developed for example in The Future of the Internet and How to Stop It.\(^57\)

These are merely a few examples of the growing body of literature on issues related to copyright in the online context, and it is a clear sign of legislation under great strain. Legislation has been challenged for a few years; a legislation gap that shows no comforting signs of being functionally negotiated over the course of the next few years exists. This means, all in all, that not only is copyright of vital importance when trying to understand the regulatory challenges of an intensely digitalised and networked society, it also includes aspects of global business, debates on incentives for creativity and culture, investment protection, privacy issues, issues of democracy and who is to determine the law.

Lessig reaffirms the importance of studying law and “regulability” in relation to new technologies that are of importance to social norms in an online environment, however, there is the group as for example: Boyle, Litman and Patry who supports the continued and detailed analysis of metaphors and underlying conceptions in copyright.\(^58\) As I mentioned above, some scholars take on a power struggle perspective, often referring to “the war on file sharing.”\(^59\) On the one hand, in this imagined battle stands up “the Hollywood Empire” that is colonising the globe, and, on the other hand, emerge the anonymous millions of “kids” illegally file sharing.\(^60\)

“This war too has an important objective. Copyright is, in my view at least, critically important to a healthy culture. Properly balanced, it is essential to inspiring certain forms of creativity. Without it, we would have a much poorer culture. With it, at least properly balanced, we create the incentives to produce great new works that otherwise would not be produced.”\(^61\)

These different explanatory perspectives clearly show that there is something about the copyright and file sharing issue that connects to a technology that somehow participates in fundamentally challenging older structures: legal, technological, and economical including norm structures. There is something about the “network,” which Manuel Castells chose to describe as the single most important characteristics of our times.\(^62\)

The productive regulation mechanism of the given issue of copyright in a digital context lies in the gap between the social and the legal norms and in the difference of the conceptions that construct these dissimilar norms. The fact that this regulation is amazingly homogenous throughout the globe, as well as in Europe, due to international treaties and agreements between states and supranational “harmonisation” within the EU makes an analysis of the central metaphors in copyright valid for far more than any

---


\(^58\) See also Larsson, S., supra note 3.

\(^59\) See, for example, Patry, W., supra note 13.

\(^60\) See also Lessig, L. Remix, supra note 11.

\(^61\) Ibid, p. xv.

\(^62\) Castells, M., supra note 9, p. 500.
single country. Its conceptualisation and its shaping will affect patterns of creativity, our communication in digital networks, and ask questions of privacy in terms of how much of our activities online may be justifiably monitored. This gap, and what is at stake makes metaphor and conception analysis in connection with legal and social norms both important and attractive.

The gap may, however, be conceptualised in different ways. For instance, Schultz advocates the use of the concept of “copynorms” to analyse social norms in relation to copyright, as they “moderate, extend, and undermine the effect of copyright law.” Strahilevitz analyses the influence of social norms in loose-knit groups or in situations where interaction is anonymous. Strahilevitz also analyses file-sharing software ability to reinforce descriptive norms in themselves, as it creates the perception that unauthorised file sharing and distribution is a common behaviour, even more prevalent than it actually is. Strahilevitz made his claim in 2003. Since then, file sharing has undisputedly increased and developed in terms of technology and techniques. Feldman and Nadler made an experimental study on the influence of law on social norms regarding file sharing of a copyrighted content, which bears a resemblance to the above mentioned study of norms.

This gap problem of legal norms in relation to social norms can be described as classic, although occasionally criticised, in the field of the sociology of law. The gap problem has been around for quite some time, and has remained remarkably similar to the versions presented by Pound and Ehrlich a hundred years ago. There is an inherent risk in describing the discrepancies of a gap, this figurative metaphor, which lies in the fact that it might lead associations towards interpreting the problem of the gap from the perspective of law. The gap does not have to be a problem at all, even though it is from a legal point of view. The problem may depend on the type of the gap at hand. The gap interpretations tend to be law-centred, as with Roscoe Pound’s Law in Books and Law in Action, and not as widely approached as is noted in Eugene Ehrlich’s Living Law.

---

64 Larsson, S., supra note 3.
65 Schultz, M. F. Copynorms: Copyright and Social Norms, supra note 12.
68 Feldman, Y.; Nadler, J., supra note 12.
69 Svensson, M.; Larsson, S., supra note 12.
3. The Law Lag

The development of law is generally conservative and retrospective. Values embedded are long lasting and consequent upon the main principle of predictability.\(^{74}\) The problem, however, is how to deal with when law lags social development, following relatively sudden changes in the social structures in a society, perhaps, as a result of new technology, which emerges and challenges the conservative and often retrospective legal setting.\(^{75}\) The dependence of the path chosen in law can sometimes likely be explained by the lock-in effects of the unavoidable use of metaphorical concepts and conceptions.\(^{76}\) As the legal realist Roscoe Pound put it, a hundred years ago:

“[L]aw has always been dominated by ideas of the past long after they have ceased to be vital in other departments of learning. This is an inherent difficulty in legal science, and it is closely connected with an inherent difficulty in the administration of justice according to law—namely, the inevitable difference in rate of progress between law and public opinion.”\(^{77}\)

Cognitive linguistics teaches us not only that abstract concepts are largely metaphorical, but also that a metaphor depends on a larger context. This contextuality derives from the social world that can also be analysed. Meaning is not only built up by the kinds of bodies and social experiences we have, it is framed and constrained by the systemic nature of cognitive processes such as metaphors. This is the reason the Internet and similar technologies have such vast implications for legal imperatives. Legal imperatives need to be placed in a context of “massive cultural tableau”\(^{78}\) in order to be comprehensible and understandable. Legislators, too, can only act in terms of the embedded cultural understandings that enable meaning, which Winter describes as “an important part of any statute is not made by the legislator but is contingent on the pre-existing practices that are conventional for and constitutive of that culture.”\(^{79}\) From the perspective of a norm research, this ties into what Hydén states as no legal regulation is stronger than the social norms it rests upon. The further the legal imperative has travelled from the social norm, or, perhaps, vice versa, the stronger the need for sanctions and control for the legal imperative to be followed.\(^{80}\) This relationship becomes far more attention-grabbing in times of social and cultural change, due to the fact that when the contextual environment is in rapid transformation, the tacit assumptions and social sedimentations that render the legal metaphors their meaning are also on the move.


\(^{79}\) Ibid.

Consequently legal concepts can become metaphorical if their meaning expands into new areas, and the fixed conceptions that once ensured their legitimacy may seem unjust in the eyes of the reality that has moved on.\textsuperscript{81} In this case, copyright is the conservative legal construction that bears elements that do not fit emerging social norms of sharing content and cultural expressions in a digitalised era of networks.\textsuperscript{82} These social changes are connected to a technological development that has moved behaviour into an interconnected environment, which has brought what is often termed a “network society.” The homogenous and general characteristics of the global copyright have mainly been developed during the 20\textsuperscript{th} century and are very much tied to a technological development that has allowed the distribution of the content. These characteristics have been developed in an analogue setting where heavy investments were needed for most of the production, reproduction and distribution. Some of the characteristics show examples of being conceptions of an industrialized society, which has been embedded in incredibly well spread, global and strong regulations.\textsuperscript{83} At the same time, some of these characteristics are now challenged in practice due to the changes in preconditions for production, reproduction and distribution that the digitisation and rise of a network society contributes to. An example: the concepts and specific terminology of Swedish copyright stems to some extent from the preparatory works of 1956, prior to the Copyright Act from 1960 (it speaks of the expanding possibilities of reproducing sound with innovations such as the magnetophoney—an early and very large tape recorder). Of course, the act has continuously been changed over the years, but many of the terms are still used. This development has lead to a legal regulation that is so complex that even legal experts think it is complex. In fact, when some additions were made to the law in 2005 (to harmonize with the INFOSOC EU directive) the experts on legal construction in Sweden, the Council on Legislation (Lagrådet), concluded that it would be desirable to do a complete editorial review of the Copyright Act instead of implementing the “patchwork” that the changes in the law now meant. The Council, however, stated that it understood the hurry to implement the directive.\textsuperscript{84} Sweden had already received a remark from the EG Court for a delay.

This shows three things: it shows that the architects behind the legal construction thought analogically; it shows the strong interconnectedness between the national legislations, via international treaties as well as the European Union; it displays an incremental development—a common feature with law. The freedom to rethink copyright law is limited, or at least not easily made, as seen in the international perspective. Still,
the regulating process seems to lack the critical element in the legislative trend so far. Policy makers seem to be beyond all doubts that the legislative tradition on copyright is not only to be followed but the protection should also be expanded. A strong and unified copyright in the EU and a strong enforcement of this copyright is seen as the only measures that will ensure innovation and creativity in a society. There seems to be no room for doubts here. If copyright protection is failing, the only answer to be reached in this way of thinking is to enhance the enforcement, the control of data streams and online behaviour, possibly with unintended consequences.85

4. Conceptions of Creativity in Copyright

As stated, copyright is one of the most problematic areas in the intersection of technology and law. This is also the reason why it can be used for unveiling issues of conceptual and social change in a digital society, for example, regarding how we conceptualise creativity and how conceptions of creativity can be deconstructed from copyright law and compared to digital practices that challenge these legally embedded conceptions of creativity. This means that motivation for studying copyright from a metaphorical perspective comes from the functionality of the regulation compared to its purpose, which is often described in terms of stimulating creativity or “content production”. Nicklas Lundblad, a Swedish IT debater, PhD in Informatics and a Google employee, analyses the “noise society” in his thesis, of which copyright is a major part:

“The old idea, that policymakers needed to ‘foster’ or ‘enable’ or ‘encourage’ creativity, and that they would be addressing a caste of creators seems dead wrong. Creativity is everywhere. It is the default setting. The policy challenges and metaphors need to change. People create songs, web pages, blogs, videos and other material. They contribute to Wikipedia and chat rooms all over the web. Citizens live in a sea of creative havoc and in the age of ‘user-generated content’.”86

The concept of creativity that is embedded in the prevalent versions of copyright regulation seems to face considerable problems in the meeting with the types of creativity that are mediated by a digital environment. A rhetorical twist put forward by those who benefit from the prevailing copyright model regards depicting it in terms of a “war”, perhaps, in order to legitimize aggressive methods against file sharers of unauthorised content.87

In The Future of Ideas: the Fate of the Commons in a Connected World, Lessig expands his concern that a too-protective intellectual property regulation will not only stifle creativity in the sense of making new artwork in a remix culture, but will also

86 Lundblad, N., supra note 41, p. 128.
87 Patry, W., supra note 13.
stifle the innovation that is otherwise propelled through the digital environment.\textsuperscript{88} Vaidhyanathan paints a bleak picture on the future and contemporary imbalance on how copyright functions as a regulative force in relation to creativity in \textit{Copyrights and Copywrongs: the Rise of Intellectual Property and How It Threatens Creativity}\.\textsuperscript{89} Vaidhyanathan breaks down the conception of the creator as a “solitary genius” and instead shows how traditions and culture play an essential role. In doing so he depicts the traditions of American blues, jazz, hip-hop and rap, an example that is again examined in the analysis section of the thesis.\textsuperscript{90} Copyright has been criticised for representing a conception of creativity that is too much constructed from a romantic notion of the “solitary genius.”\textsuperscript{91} This likely includes a narrow or non-present conceptualisation of the Internet and what the Internet can lead to in terms of remixing\textsuperscript{92}, crowdsourcing\textsuperscript{93} or other types of mass collaboration\textsuperscript{94} that much more acknowledges practices of what can be termed as “borrowing”, as Arewa addresses:

“This individualistic and autonomous vision of musical authorship, which is central to copyright law, has de-emphasized the importance and continuity of musical borrowing practices generally.”\textsuperscript{95}

This means that how creativity is conceptualised in copyright has been criticised for not representing a true picture of how creativity is actually happening. Does creativity stem from the hard and focused work of a solitary genius or from inspired creators standing on the shoulders of the already existing culture? How new are the new melodies, movies and paintings and to what extent do they depend on what has already been made? The answer to creativity is probably a little bit of both, however, there are important elements in how copyright is globally conceptualised, in law, that lean towards the conception of the solitary genius.\textsuperscript{96} Arewa shows how even the creation of classical music has been romanticized and contributed to the notion of the lone genius who creates independent of time and context (even Mozart and Beethoven borrowed ideas from others).\textsuperscript{97} This dilemma has been relevant for far longer than the Internet has been around, but it has been further accentuated by the opportunities of digital networks and the remix culture.

For example, Tapscott and Williams set out to understand what drives mass collaboration in a digital environment, an organisational form that copyright law
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\textsuperscript{95} Arewa, O. B., \textit{supra} note 91, p. 547.

\textsuperscript{96} Larsson, S., \textit{supra} note 3, p. 105–111.

\textsuperscript{97} Arewa, O. B., \textit{supra} note 91.
appears not well designed for.\textsuperscript{98} Lessig, in \textit{Remix}, describes an aspect of how creativity can be expressed differently in a digital environment with regards to that the bits and pieces of any form of expression can be ripped, remixed and reassembled to a new creation.\textsuperscript{99} Lessig makes the distinction in terms of a “Read Only” (“RO”), culture and a “Read/Write” (“RW”) culture, which regards the participatory possibilities of culture. The RO culture is in this sense more steeped in consumption and the production is professional, and the RW culture includes amateur creativity and performance. With these distinctions Lessig argues that the RW culture, in the sense of amateur creativity, has been the dominant culture until recording opportunities opened up in the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, when the “tokens of RO culture” developed.\textsuperscript{100} And it is the RO culture that has shaped copyright as we know it. The underlying conceptions of copyright are tied to a particular set of constraints that now are completely remodelled, which in a sense, and somewhat ironically, make us return to an emphasis on the practices of RW culture. Which, in turn, fundamentally challenge copyright, in its conventional wording:

“The natural constraints of the analog world were abolished by the birth of digital technology. What before was both impossible and illegal is now just illegal.”\textsuperscript{101}

This means that law has become the constraint, not the artefact, nor the architecture. The line of argument that Lessig follows is a heavy stroke on the rhetoric that more protection by necessity leads to more creativity, which in Lessig’s perspective, from a digital “Read/Write” outlook, is plainly false. This also means that an underlying conception in a legal construction can be in conflict with actual practices of what it seeks to regulate. There can even be contradictions within law. For example, the “concept” of the performer has been analysed as seen from three different legal perspectives.\textsuperscript{102} Birštonas \textit{et al.} conclude that the limits are drawn differently in the different legal fields of tax law, intellectual property regulation and social security law, for the same phenomenon.\textsuperscript{103} Depending on how copyright is conceptualised, the debates, the arguments and the regulatory efforts will be constrained within the logic walls of the leading conception. The exceptional experiment that is the Internet has proved that creativity (of some kind) thrives without regulated incentives, especially in more collaborative forms.

The further elaboration of the reification of copyright is to focus on a conception of copyright as the incentive for creativity, where creativity is viewed as something that must be incentivised. Litman shows that how the conceptualisation of copyright has changed over time, especially during the latter half of the twentieth century, from a mediator of interests between the authors and the public, towards the model where creativity needs to be incentivised, thus resulting in a conception of copyright as a system of ”holes” that needs to be mended. The problem of conceptualising copyright
as a “system of incentives” is twofold. On the one hand, it leads to a beneficial rhetorical position for arguing for more protection and more powerful copyright enforcement, and, on the other hand, it can be questioned from the perspective that it does not really reflect the truth of how creativity is best stimulated, and, perhaps, especially so in a digital context.104

Conclusion: Conceptions in the Code

The findings of this article regard digitalisation, social change and the role of law. It problematizes and raises awareness of how the images and metaphors we use to understand the abstract entities of the Internet as well as different functions in the code actually affect how we legislate and how we behave. The article addresses the particularities of copyright law specifically, due to the fact that this legal field has proven to be one of the most problematic areas in the intersection of technology and law. The reason is that technology often seems to play an important role in social and normative transitions. Digital technology has changed conditions for communication and has, therefore, caused alterations in societal behaviour in connection with what can be perceived as a normative change, for instance, regarding file sharing of media content, challenging copyright. The article focuses on the cognitive processes of how we conceptualise both the “social morphology of our societies”105 in its broadest sense, and also in some of its detailed relation to copyright in order to see what that means for law, as well as how we legislate in relation to social change. Cognitive metaphor theory demonstrates our absolute dependency on metaphors for our everyday talk and thinking and this article demonstrates that this is of relevance for how we conceptualise a new technology or cluster of new technologies such as the Internet. Digitalization has created a great need for concepts (that often are metaphorical) to label and navigate in this (new) environment. This affects how we conceptualise reality, and widens the gap between social and legal norms relating to copyright, which forms the case in the article. There is a mismatch of law and social norms that in this case calls for an exposure of the conceptions that regulation is based upon, what drives its development and what made it malfunction or become incompatible with the social patterns of online behaviour. The depiction of the conception of creativity that is embedded in copyright highlights some of the challenges that have to do with digitally mediated versions of remixing, crowdsourcing or other types of mass collaboration. A law that addresses creativity and innovation at its core needs to adapt to a major change in the practices. However, if the legal development of this particular legal construct has not been based on evidence, as Boyle points out, it is likely that the contemporary emerging practices of creativity, innovation and culture in a digital sphere will meet great challenges before being acknowledged in and by the law.106 There is a clear risk that the law in such a case

104 Larsson, S., supra note 3, p. 105–112.
105 Castells, M., supra note 9, p. 500.
106 Boyle, J., supra note 44.
becomes a tool to control what types of creativity and innovation should be held as most important and should maintain a privileged position, since the process of selection is largely controlled by an industry tied to the traditional and, perhaps conservative, types of culture-production. By analysing the conceptions in the code one can demonstrate a multidisciplinary dialogue between cognitive theory and sociology of law utilised in order to analyse and illuminate legal and social issues related to digitalisation, and social change and normative conflicts in the digital society. It becomes clear that there are thought structures, conceptions, hidden in both copyright law as well as in the coded architecture of the digital environment, that controls the development of both. If we seek to change these underlying conceptions, perhaps, especially in terms of law and conceivably, if we want them to be better adjusted to the constraints and possibilities of contemporary societal structures, one way is to change the surface-based metaphors that express and reproduce them. Change the metaphors in law, and the conceptions beneath may be replaced by ones that better offer reconciliation between social and legal norms.

_A world ends when its metaphor has died._

_An age becomes an age, all else beside, When sensuous poets in their pride invent Emblems for the soul’s consent That speak the meanings men will never know But man-imagined images can show: It perishes when those images, though seen, No longer mean._
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